AA Advisers Privacy Policy:
AA Advisers surely understands this factor that your privacy is a very important key to us and to
you too. We are strongly committed to keep your data and your personal information secure as
you use this website.
This Privacy Policy will show you how we keep your data safe that we collect from you. By
using this website of AA Advisers you give permission to the described terms and conditions
which are presented in this Privacy Policy State.
You need to read and recognize all the Terms and Conditions to get to know the basic rules about
your use of this website. And obviously many other external terms that may apply to this website
whenever you try to approach it. You need to understand about AA Advisers and its affiliates,
which will help you to learn about our Privacy Policy in a well-mannered form.

Formal and Semi Formal Information:
AA Advisers Privacy Policy is mentioned how we collect your Formal and Semi-Formal
information for better results.

What is Semi-Formal information, how do we collect and treat in our company:
Semi-Formal information is the information which cannot pinpoint you. When a random person
visits our website AA Advisers and search according to his/her requirements, our website
collects the information from your browsing history.
The Semi-Formal information does not reveal your personal identity. The company can use this
information for the betterment to answering of research requires.

Formal Information, how do the company collect and treat this information:
The Company AA Advisers gets this type of information by asking you about your personal
identity. Formal information ask some questions related to you and gets this data from the
person’s will. This information is only about your personal data which is only provided by you to
the website or directly to the company. AA Advisers Company makes it sure that this data has to
be secret and protective. This formal information includes your name, mailing address, e-mail
address, phone numbers, identity card numbers, passport numbers and its details etc. Because

this formal information detects you as an individual. We have many others options to get this
personal information. But we only get it by your consent.
•
•
•
•

If you send us an application or other form
If you conduct a transaction with us, our affiliates
If we collect information about in you in support of a transaction, such as credit card
information
In some places on this web site you have the option to send us personal information about
yourself, to elect to receive particular information, to purchase access to one of our
services and products, or to take active part in any activity.

Do we use Cookies or any other technology to get your Personal Data?
Yes, we may use prominent technology such as Web Beacons Technology to get your
information on our website.
A cookie is based on a text file which is provided by the webpage server. Cookies cannot be used
to run and perform any spam activity on your system screen and does not deliver any bogus files
to your computers.
The purpose of a cookie is to tell the Web server that you have returned to a specific page and
provide a convenience to save your time.
Whenever you come back to the home page of AA Advisers, you do not need to provide your
data again n again. We keep your data modified and you can easily retrieve it.
One of the important features related to cookies is that this directly depends on the mood of the
user. Which means you have the option to accept and decline cookies. Most of the Web
Browsers have the ability to accept or decline cookies automatically, but this feature depends on
your browsers settings as you prefer them.
If you choose the decline option of cookies, there’s a possibility you will not get some of the
particular features of AA Advisers Website. On the other hand, if you will accept it you will
surely get some cooperating features.

How is Personal Information used for Communications?
We may get a connection with you sometimes by E-mail, Mail, or just by calling you on your

provided phone number to facilitate you with the information in terms of programs, products,
services, and the other content that you’ll find catchy for you. Moreover, the Website of AA
Advisers will also give you a permission to get a straight interaction with us by just using and
putting the information in an online form.
If yours that inquiry demands a details response from us, then we’ll send you the complete detail
or the information via E-mail. On that note, obviously your provided E-mail may contain your all

personal information and your private data. But we’ll not take the responsibility of those E-mails
that they will be completely in some rivate hands by some online unauthorized interception.
AA Advisers gives a surety that we will not disclose your any personal information which you
directly provide us or we get it from any other source. On the other hand, once we have deidentified your information, it is non-personal information and we may treat it like other semiformal information. AA Advisers, make sure your data is protective and secure in the hands of
company.
How can a user approach to its Personal Information?
You may access, change, control, correct, update, and/or remove any sort of personallyidentifiable information that you submit to the website of AA Advisers. You may also
unsubscribe us from your mailing lists or cancel any kind of registration at any time from our
website of AA Advisers. To do so, please read the instructions very carefully which are provided
to you on out official website page of AA Advisers.

Links:
AA Advisers Website contains links to other websites that provide information which we
consider interesting and catchy related to our clients. So, AA Advisers is not responsible for the
privacy policies or the content of such kinds websites which are interconnected with us on any
point.
You can approach us on: https://aaadvisers.com/

